Over 3,000 Rancho Palos Verdes citizens signed the petition so that large hotels make sure their employees have effective "panic buttons" to call hotel security when customers threaten them with sexual assault.

It's simple. And it doesn't cost Rancho Palos Verdes or taxpayers a dime.

There is NOTHING in Measure _ that requires hotel workers to join a union. And it's really not productive to make that kind of allegation.

Cities across America have already adopted panic button ordinances similar to Measure _, protecting employees whether they are in a union or not.

Rancho Palos Verdes employers and employees are taking positive steps toward resolving their differences at NO COST TO TAXPAYERS. Measure _ ratifies their progress and puts these embarrassing issues behind us.

Voting YES affirms RANCHO PALOS VERDES values. Common sense in a needlessly divided country.
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